
Bangkok In Style I The Dazzling Metropolis Of The Country
Of Smiles

Bangkok enchants visitors again and again through the many facets that the metropolis has to offer. Bangkok has a story

to tell and is much more than a noisy metropolis where you'll arrive and depart!

Day - 1 Bangkok

ARRIVAL IN BANGKOK:   WAT TRIMITR - CHINA TOWN (D)

Upon your arrival in Bangkok, check into your hotel and take some time to freshen up. In the afternoon, visit Wat

Trimitr, known as the Temple of the Golden Buddha. Then proceed to the nearby China Town Heritage Centre .

This small museum gives a flavor of what life was like in Chinatown in the past via photos, prints and numbers of

tableaux. Enjoy a slow guided walking tour to explore Yaowarat Road and old market lanes, lined with gold shop,

herb sellers, noodle stalls and a variety of restaurants. The tour ends at the awarded boutique Hotel located in the

heart of China Town, the Shanghai Mansion. Enjoy a modern  Chinese 3-course dinner,  follow by a drink at the 

Shanghai Terrace Jazz lounge.

Overnight: Bangkok

Roundtrips Itinerary
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Inclusions

3 nights in your chosen accomodation

Meal as specified in itinerary 

(B = Breakfast, BR = Brunch, L = Lunch, D = Dinner)

Activities and excursions according to itinerary

Visit Wat Trimitr

Visit Chinatown

Visit Wat Pho

Enjoy a one hour foot reflexology massage

Enjoy a day at leisure

Guided walking tour to Yaowarat Road

Dinner and Drink at the Shanghai Terrace Jazz Lounge

Tours and excursions in mini buses/buses 

or with public transportation according to itinerary

English speaking tour guide

Admission fees according to itinerary

Exclusions

International flights

Meals other than mentioned in itinerary

Tours and Excursions other than mentioned in itinerary

Early check-in and late check-out at hotels

Personal travel insurance

Personal expenses and tips for driver/guides

Visa fees 
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